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Rewards & Challenges, Magic & Miracles
Ascension Community Development Update

By Reverend Dennis, Project Facilitator - October 3, 2021
 

Dear Family of Light,
 

The past 9 months have been pretty intense for me. Yet, the doors have opened,
and I’ve experienced magic and miracles.
 

It began in February about making the decision to create an ascension community,
which I have been thinking about for a great number of years. With the help of a
wonderful Florida lady and the project’s spirit guidance (Team Spirit), we immersed
ourselves into the project. So many telephone calls between Florida and California!
So much editing! So much collaboration! So much personal transformation!
 
By mid-March, a well-crafted webpage was forged that was posted to
BlissfulVisions.com, along with a subscription form for the ascension community
newsletter. The writing captures a vision and an invitation for ascension-minded co-
creators to come together and create an extraordinary manifestation.
 

Then, the wonderful Florida lady and I took a break to recover from burnout.
 

The next phase was all about looking for a piece of land with a high energy vortex to
be a suitable site for the ascension community. I did a lot of research on the internet
and spoke with associates I had met along the way. The primary focus was to find
land in the sunbelt states where it didn’t snow. There are pros and cons to every
place that I investigated and that we talked about, especially in this era of the
pandemic.
 

During this land-search phase, to gain a knowledge of what other intentional
communities had experienced and was experiencing - because I am a newbie at
this - I took a few online courses, such as: legal basics of forming a community,
governance, land use and zoning, dispute resolution, and an assortment of other
courses.
 

A well-established intentional community known as Dancing Rabbit gifted one of our
online classes with a complete set of their governing documents, including bylaws,
membership and residency agreements and policies, and more. What an awesome
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windfall! In other words, we don’t have to reinvent the wheel and start from scratch.
These documents will provide a great starting point to craft our own community
guidance, policies and legal framework.
 

I supplemented all of this online education with reading a few eBooks on creating
and maintaining an intentional community, a few I posted on the ascension
community webpage. As well as information about the Spiritual Universal Laws
which I regard as the spiritual laws of life, and indispensable for the ascension
community.
 

All this work was intense.
 

Team Spirit - Guidance Collective for this Project
Our Higher Selves, Archangel Michael, Mother Earth, Saint Germain

 
I met Mr. San Antonio (not his real name, he lives 30 minutes outside San Antonio,
Texas) in mid-June, an especially prolific month for ascension community inquiries.
Probably because I posted an advertisement at the Intentional Communities
website for three months. Mr. San Antonio has the same dream as I and many of
you: to be part of an ascension community. He owns and lives in a nearly 3,000
square foot home that’s 27 years-old, on 10 acres of land with four “rescue” dogs, a
horse, a tractor, and with more tools than Home Depot.
 
He hauls things to and from his “paradise” with his utility trailer pulled by his dual-
rear-wheel “Dually” pickup truck, and he says everybody in Texas has a pickup
truck. He’s a down-to-earth fellow, very honest, articulate, says what he means, has
held a number of jobs, including 20-years as a real estate broker, has been and still
is a serious student of A Course in Miracles for decades, and consequently has
done a lot of inner work on himself.
 

And, oh, Mr. San Antonio also owns 37 acres of raw undeveloped land in Arkansas.
The best we can figure is his property borders the huge Arkansas Crystal Vortex
that dates back thousands of years to the time of Atlantis, and possibly long before.
According to Pleiadian Light Forces channeled by Michael Love, it is a mountain
energy vortex that is extra powerful because of the large crystal deposit that exists
directly underneath its intersecting ley lines. It contains the largest single unbroken
vein of quartz on the planet.
 
The giant quartz deposit begin in the area of Little Rock and extends in a massive
western curve for over 170 miles with a width of 35-40 miles. Beneath the surface of



the central region of Arkansas rests enormous beds of exquisite crystals the size
and beauty of which are visually stunning! Some of the quartz points are over 40
meters in length and weigh up to 100 tons! It’s no wonder Mr. San Antonio has told
me that he feels really super good vibes when he visits there.
 

If you want to learn more about the Arkansas Crystal Vortex, go here: RETURN TO
ATLANTIS – THE ARKANSAS CRYSTAL VORTEX | 5D EARTH PROJECT )(
 

By mid-June, I’d given notice to move to my apartment manager, met Ms. Austin
who helped me move to Texas, and was in the beginning stages of down-sizing and
packing my belongings, scheduling a moving company, and preparing to exit
Southern California for Austin, Texas. Then, another miracle happened. Ms. Austin
said the unit next door to her had opened up and was vacant. She knew the owner
because her unit was owned by the same man. She connected me with the owner,
and the rest is history.
 
The city of Austin is the state capitol of Texas.
 

I learned later that Mr. San Antonio had his home up for sale in mid-June (it’s off-
the-market now), so we really didn’t connect until about a month before I left for
Texas. By that time, I had signed a one-year lease with a new landlord, yet through
the few conversations he and I had, it became clear that Mr. San Antonio’s property
could work as a small ascension community, that I could be a part of, however I was
already committed to Austin, Texas.
 

 

Let's Stay in the FLOW OF FUN!!!
 

It goes without saying that this is a HUGE and very challenging project for all of us
involved. There's going to be a lot of putting togehter. So, I'm asking all of you who
resonate with this project to chip in and help out to make it successful. Becasue I
can't do it all myself. So I suggest we take it slow and easy, becasue there is a lot to
learn and a lot to absorb and to embrace, and it's easy to get burned out, and we
have enough stress in our lives at this time of great transition that we don't need to
add extra stress from this project. So, let's have FUN with this project! Let's stay in
the FLOW OF FUN!!!
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Now, I’m living in a micro-home, 399 square feet large, with country décor, a wood
deck and a huge grassy backyard that sports an occasional visit by the
neighborhood peacocks (OMG! They are so beauuu-tiiii-ful). The micro-home is
located in the Lake Travis area, where there are lots of trees and nature, about 20-
30 minutes from downtown Austin. The lake itself is only a hop, skip and jump from
my home, and it’s a beautiful part of the river. I realized my mastermind of getting
back to nature had manifested and come true.
 

Lake Travis is part of the 1,450 mile-long Colorado River that flows through Texas
and parts of seven US states. I’m adjusting to living in my micro-home as a
minimalist now. I thought I down-sized enough in Southern California, throwing out
stuff over 20-30 years old or more, but lo and behold, I shipped to much stuff. I don’t
have room for all my stuff in the micro-home. LOL.
 

In the July update, I listed many advantages that Texas has. Here’s a brief re-cap:
(1) There is no state income tax that you have to pay. (2) The cost of living is a lot
cheaper than in many parts of the U.S. (3) Texas Gov. Greg Abbott said there won't
be "any more lockdowns" in the state. On March 2, 2021, he lifted the mask
mandate for all businesses and facilities in the state. He is also definitely against
COVID-19 vaccine mandates and requirements.
 

The months of July and August were the most intense.
 

Finishing down-sizing and packing my belongings, scheduling and coordinating with
a moving company, obtaining a new living space, the actual move itself over 1,300
miles, the 6-hour flight to Austin on August 11th (stop-over in Las Vegas with a one-
hour flight delay), getting settled in a new area, combined with dealing with the



ascension symptoms as a result of the enormous transformative ascension
energies flooding the planet – have left me exhausted.
 

Re-Energizing. Going Inward. Re-Grouping. Going Inward. Re-Focusing. Going
Inward. This was my plan during September and up to now. I am regaining my
strength. On October 1st, a group of four co-creators came together in a ZOOM call,
and we discussed various aspects of co-creating an ascension community. It was a
lively discussion. On the call was myself, Mr. San Antonio, Mr. Tampa Florida, and
Mrs. South Dakota. I hope to provide you with more magic and miracles in my next
report.
 

Do you have questions, concerns, comments? Please let me know. I would like to
hear from you. Send them to heartawareness@gmail.com – Thank you. Be well and
Love well. - Reverend Dennis
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